Real or fake? Natural and artificial social stimuli elicit divergent behavioural and neural responses in mangrove rivulus, Kryptolebias marmoratus
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Understanding how the brain processes social information and generates adaptive behavioural responses is a major goal in neuroscience. We examined behaviour and neural activity patterns in socially relevant brain nuclei of hermaphroditic mangrove rivulus fish (Kryptolebias marmoratus) provided with different types of social stimuli: stationary model opponent, regular mirror, non-reversing mirror and live opponent. We found that: (i) individuals faced with a regular mirror were less willing to interact with, delivered fewer attacks towards and switched their orientation relative to the opponent more frequently than fish exposed to a non-reversing mirror image or live opponent; (ii) fighting with a regular mirror image caused higher expression of immediate-early genes (IEGs: egr-1 and c-Fos) in the telencephalon homologues of the basolateral amygdala and hippocampus, but lower IEG expression in the preoptic area, than fighting with a non-reversing mirror image or live opponent; (iii) stationary models elicited the least behavioural and IEG responses among the four stimuli; and (iv) the non-reversing mirror image and live opponent drove similar behavioural and neurobiological responses. These results suggest that the various stimuli provide different types of information related to conspecific recognition in the context of aggressive contests, which ultimately drive different neurobiological responses.

1. Background

Animals must process social information to make adaptive decisions that determine their behavioural response towards conspecifics and, ultimately, their fitness. Perceiving and using social information underlies every aspect of social behaviour, including mate choice, affiliation and aggression. Understanding how the brain translates social information into behavioural responses that are appropriate in diverse social contexts is therefore a fundamental goal in neuroscience. To investigate this, several types of standardized tests, such as mirror image stimulation and presentation of stationary models, have been used to understand the neurobiological mechanisms underlying visual perception [1], cognitive abilities [2] and social interaction among conspecifics [3]. Because most vertebrates are not capable of self-recognition [4], mirror image stimulation has become popular for evaluating behavioural displays towards conspecifics, such as shoaling [5], conspecific-directed aggression [3] and mate preference [6].

However, whether individuals perceive these social stimuli in a manner that mimics natural stimuli is not clear [7–9]. Moreover, which types of information an individual perceives when seeing its own image in a mirror, and the neural mechanisms responsible for guiding behavioural output in response to these types of stimuli, remain largely unknown. The appropriateness of mirror image stimulation has been challenged [10–13] because behavioural performance...
towards, and endocrine and neural responses to mirror images, differ markedly from those exhibited when interacting with live opponents [7–9,14]. Recent studies indicate that the inconsistency of behavioural and physiological responses to mirror images versus live conspecifics may result from brain (and associated behavioural) lateralization [10,14]. Regular mirror images are ideal for species that perform head-head lateral displays during social interaction, while non-reversing mirror stimulation, which provides a true reflection, is better for species that perform head-tail lateral displays [13]. Another standardized test is the model test, which allows animals to perform both head-head and head-tail postures by interacting with a size-matched stationary model, but elicits considerably lower behavioural responses. Given the diverse, sometimes divergent social cues that these stimuli present to a focal animal, it is essential to understand whether animals perceive these stimuli as equivalent.

To determine whether the brain can discriminate live opponents from standardized opponents, we quantified behaviour and brain activation in mangrove rivulus fish, Kryptolebias marmoratus (hereafter rivulus), interacting with a conspecific across transparent glass (control), regular mirror, non-reversing mirror and stationary model opponent. The behaviour of rivulus towards different types of social stimuli and live opponents has been well documented [11,13,15,16]. Also, because head–tail lateral displays are preferred in this species, rivulus exhibit different behavioural response towards regular mirrors and non-reversing mirrors, and behaviour exhibited towards the latter better predicts aggression during real contests [13]. These features make rivulus an ideal species in which to test whether the brain is capable of distinguishing standardized social stimuli from live opponents. We quantified localized differences in immediate early gene (IEG) expression as an index of neural activation [17] in key nodes of the vertebrate social decision-making network, a highly conserved network of fore- and midbrain regions responsible for processing social information and mediating social behaviours [18]. IEGs play a key role in activating signal transduction cascades, which leads to differential gene expression and can mediate neural plasticity and behaviour [17,19]. Expression levels of egr-1 and c-Fos, IEGs commonly used to examine nucleus-specific activation of brain regions in response to social stimuli [20,21], were quantified in the: (i) area dorsolateral telencephalon (DL), the putative homologue of mammalian hippocampus, which mainly regulates spatial learning and social cognition [22]; (ii) area dorsomedial telencephalon (Dm), the putative homologue of mammalian basolateral amygdala, which is involved with fear responses and emotional learning [23]; and (iii) preoptic area (POA), which mediates aggression, parental behaviour and reproduction across vertebrates [43]. Based on previous research indicating that rivulus behave differently towards standardized stimuli [13], we hypothesized that behaviour and brain IEG expression patterns would be similar for individuals encountering non-reversing mirror images and live opponents, but highly divergent for individuals interacting with regular mirrors or stationary models.

2. Material and methods

(a) Study organism
Kryptolebias marmoratus inhabit mangrove ecosystems ranging from Central America to Florida and the Bahamas [24]. This species is highly aggressive in both the field and laboratory [15,24]. Rivulus is one of only two self-fertilizing hermaphroditic vertebrates, and exclusive selfing results in completely homzygous genotypes whose offspring are genetically identical to the parent and all siblings (i.e. isogenic lineages) [25]. This study used adult hermaphrodites from seven isogenic lineages derived from populations ranging from the Florida Keys to Central Florida. For additional details on animal husbandry, see electronic supplementary material S1.

(b) Behavioural responses to social stimuli
We compared the behaviour of rivulus when pitted against four different types of social stimuli: regular mirror-image stimulation (RMS), non-reversing mirror-image stimulation (NMS), stationary model opponent (SMO) and live opponent (LO) (figure 1). Fifty-six individuals representing seven genetically distinct lineages were used in these social tests (two replicates per lineage per stimulus). All social tests were conducted in a standard aquarium (12 × 12 × 12 cm³) containing water 11 cm deep and 0.5 cm of gravel. For details on the procedures, consult electronic supplementary material S2 and [13]. Descriptions of all behavioural displays are listed in electronic supplementary material, table S3.

(c) Immediate early gene expression in brain nuclei
Immediately after social tests, individuals were decapitated and brains were removed by microdissection, fast-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80 °C. Brains were embedded in optimal cutting temperature medium (OCT Tissue Plus, Fisher Health-Care, PA, USA), sectioned on a cryostat at 200 μm, and targeted brain nuclei (area DI [including Dlv and Dlg subdivisions], area Dm [including Dm1-4 subdivisions], and POA; see figure 2) were collected using 250 μm and 500 μm (inner diameter) Brain Punch Tissue Set (Leica Biosystems, IL, USA) and stored at -80 °C for RNA extraction.

Brain punches were homogenized in TRIzol, and total RNA was extracted using phenol-chloroform, converted to cDNA, and stored at -80 °C for quantification of gene expression (see electronic supplementary material S4–S6 for additional details on brain processing, RNA extraction and qPCR). We designed nested sets of primers for the immediate early genes (egr-1 and c-Fos); primer sequences spanned two neighbouring exons to prevent amplifying genomic DNA. Forward and reverse primers used in this experiment are listed in electronic supplementary material, table S7. We quantified gene expression using quantitative PCR (qPCR) performed on a Mastercycler ep realplex System with SYBR green (Kapa Biosystems, MA, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. All data were expressed relative to the housekeeping gene RPL8 with ΔCt values calculated as C_target–gene–RPL8 [29]. qPCR requires the use of this sort of ‘housekeeping’ gene to normalize differences in expression that might be owing to differences among individuals in the amount of starting template. In this study, RPL8 expression did not vary across the four social tests within any of the brain regions (electronic supplementary material, figure S8). ΔCt is negatively correlated with gene expression; we therefore used –ΔCt values to conduct all statistical analyses such that higher values indicate higher relative IEG expression levels.

(d) Data analysis
We used JMP (v. 12; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) for all statistical analyses. General linear mixed models examined whether individuals performed differently in the four types of
standardized social test, and whether patterns of immediate early gene expression were different among individuals that encountered different social stimuli. Latency to first move, latency to first approach, latency to first opercular display, latency to first attack, the number of attacks, total interacting time, and immediate early gene expression (ΔCt) in different brain nuclei (D1, Dm, and POA) were the response variables (run in separate models). Type of social test (RMS, NMS, SMO, LO) was a fixed predictor variable. Standard length of focal individuals was included in the models as a covariate. Lineage was included as a random effect to account for variation among genotypes. Data are presented as boxplots including all data points. The lower and upper edges of each box correspond to 25% and 75% quantiles, respectively. The median (50% quantile) is shown as a horizontal line in each box and the whiskers depict the minimum and maximum values. The mean for each treatment group is shown as a cross in each box. Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) post hoc test, which adjusts for compounding Type I error with multiple comparisons, was used to determine significant differences among levels of the main effects. The results of Tukey’s HSD are reported with p-values only. Details on data transformation are provided in the electronic supplementary material S9.

3. Results

(a) Behavioural performance in different standardized social tests

Latency to first move and latency to first approach did not vary as a function of opponent type (figure 3a,b), but there were considerable differences among tests in latencies to first opercular display and attack, frequencies of attack and switching between different lateral displays, and total interaction time (electronic supplementary material, table S10). Individuals encountering model opponents showed delayed latencies to opercular display (typical threat behaviour used during contests) and took longer to launch a first attack relative to those encountering non-reversing mirrors (opercular display: \(p = 0.012\); latency to first attack: \(p = 0.055\)) and live opponents (opercular display: \(p = 0.008\); latency to first attack: \(p = 0.033\); figure 3c,d).

Against model opponents, individuals also switched between different types of lateral display less frequently than those encountering the other three social stimuli (SMO versus RMS: \(p < 0.001\); SMO versus NMS: \(p < 0.001\); SMO versus LO: \(p < 0.001\); figure 3e). Additionally, individuals encountering regular mirror images tended to switch more frequently than those encountering non-reversing mirrors (\(p = 0.064\)) and live opponents (\(p = 0.007\); figure 3c). Model opponents elicited significantly fewer attacks than the other three social stimuli (SMO versus RMS: \(p < 0.001\); SMO versus NMS: \(p < 0.001\); SMO versus LO: \(p < 0.001\); figure 3f). Individuals encountering regular mirror images also launched fewer attacks than those encountering non-reversing mirror images (\(p = 0.001\)) or live opponents (\(p = 0.011\)) but, there was no significant difference in attack frequency between non-reversing mirrors and live opponents (\(p = 0.373\); figure 3f).

Individuals also spent significantly less time interacting with model opponents than the other social stimuli (SMO versus RMS: \(p = 0.043\); SMO versus NMS: \(p < 0.001\); SMO versus LO: \(p < 0.001\), and less time interacting with regular mirrors than non-reversing mirrors (\(p = 0.022\)) and live opponents (\(p = 0.001\); figure 3g). However, there was no significant difference in time spent interacting with non-reversing mirrors and live opponents (\(p = 0.626\); figure 3g).

(b) Immediate early gene expression in response to different social stimuli

The different types of social stimuli drove divergent patterns of IEG expression across the three brain nuclei (electronic supplementary material, table S11).

In D1, model opponents elicited significantly lower levels of IEG expression than regular mirrors (egr-1: \(p < 0.001\), c-Fos:
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p < 0.001), non-reversing mirrors (egr-1: p < 0.001, c-Fos: p < 0.001) and live opponents (egr-1: p < 0.001, c-Fos: p < 0.001; figure 4e,d). Also, interactions with regular mirrors were associated with significantly higher levels of c-Fos expression in DI than interactions with non-reversing mirrors (p = 0.001) and live opponents (p = 0.038; figure 4d).

In Dm, model opponents elicited significantly lower levels of IEG expression than regular mirrors (egr-1: p < 0.001, c-Fos: p < 0.001), non-reversing mirrors (egr-1: p < 0.001, c-Fos: p < 0.001) and live opponents (egr-1: p < 0.001, c-Fos: p < 0.001; figure 4b,e). In addition, interactions with regular mirrors led to significantly higher levels of IEG expression in Dm than interactions with non-reversing mirrors (egr-1: p < 0.001, c-Fos: p = 0.003) and live opponents (egr-1: p < 0.001, c-Fos: p = 0.018; figure 4b,e).

In the POA, model opponents and regular mirrors elicited significantly lower levels of IEG expression than non-reversing mirrors (SMO versus NMS—egr-1: p < 0.001, c-Fos: p < 0.001; RMS versus NMS—egr-1: p < 0.001, c-Fos: p < 0.001) and live opponents (SMO versus LO—egr-1: p < 0.001, c-Fos: p < 0.001; RMS versus LO—egr-1: p < 0.001, c-Fos: p < 0.001; figure 4c.f). However, IEG expression in the POA was similar in individuals exposed to regular mirrors and model opponents (all comparisons: p > 0.424) as well as non-reversing mirrors and live opponents (all comparisons: p > 0.479; figure 4c,f).

The results of analyses on actual RNA expression (i.e. values inferred from standard curve; electronic supplementary material, figure S12a–f) were similar to those obtained using ΔCt methods.

4. Discussion

(a) Natural and simulated social stimuli convey different information

Our results revealed differences in behavioural responses to standardized social stimuli and live opponents. Stationary models provide morphological information such as size but lack behavioural information. Studies in other fish species, such as cichlids (Pseudotropheus zebra) and damsels (Dascyllus aruanus), demonstrate that fish can distinguish stationary from moving objects [30–32], and imply that stationary models convey relatively little information (e.g. morphological traits), insufficient for the brain to recognize models as conspecifics or threatening predators. In support of this, our results showed that stationary models elicit weak behavioural responses, but we cannot exclude the possibility that this was owing to the fact that our stationary model did not perfectly mimic real rivulus. Further studies using higher-quality decoys, like 3D printed scans of a real fish, might drive more pronounced behavioural responses.

Regular and non-reversing mirror images provide both morphological and behavioural information. This raises the question of how rivulus perceive differences between regular mirrors and real opponents but are apparently ‘tricked’ by non-reversing mirrors. One possible explanation centres around perceiving ‘motion types’, such as lateral display behaviour from the images. Animals can distinguish different species based on particular forms of locomotion or behaviour [30]. Some species prefer using head–head lateral/parallel display (e.g. fallow deer, Dama dama [33]), or head–tail lateral display (e.g. Beta splendens [34]), when first encountering social partners or competitors. Rivulus prefer head–tail lateral display [13]. Therefore, an individual may perceive regular mirror images as unusual because interactions can only occur in head–head posture. This, in turn, may be confusing and force animals to switch more often between orientations to adopt an unachievable display posture, consequently leading to decreased behavioural responsiveness. However, non-reversing mirror images might be good surrogates for live opponents because interactions can occur in familiar head-tail fashion. Our results suggest that non-reversing mirrors convey morphological and behavioural information that is accurate enough for the brain to recognize the image as a conspecific, and that promote behaviour similar to what would be exhibited against live opponents. On the other hand, the combination of accurate morphological information but inaccurate behavioural information, such as that provided by a regular mirror image, may cause individuals to react in atypical ways.

(b) Immediate early gene expression in fish encountering artificial stimuli and live opponents

The amygdala is strongly associated with fear responses in mammals [35,36]. While the hippocampus, which receives
afferent input from the amygdala, is considered centrally important for spatial learning, studies on mammals and fishes also reveal that the hippocampus contributes in important ways to fear conditioning [37–39]. These specialized systems for fear learning are thought to have been conserved throughout vertebrate evolution [23]. The POA is associated with parental and sexual behaviour, and also with intruder-directed aggression [40]. All of these brain regions receive indirect input from multiple sensory systems [35]. In the present study, social information is communicated exclusively through the visual system. However, IEG expression patterns in each nucleus (Dl, Dm and POA) revealed that the brain may perceive very different types of information from these social stimuli. Elevated IEG expression levels suggest activation of short-term and long-term neural activity, such as an increase in neuronal firing rates and expression of late-acting genes that may trigger changes to physiology or behaviour [36].

Individuals facing stationary model opponents had low or even no IEG response in Dm, Dl and POA, suggesting that this stimulus does not initiate neural activity related to fear or aggressive behavioural responses. Comparing IEG patterns between model opponents and live opponents implies that morphological information is not sufficient for rivulus to recognize a novel, size-matched individual as a conspecific partner or formidable opponent. This is also supported by our behavioural data, which showed lower attack rates and less time interacting with stationary model opponents.

Figure 3. Behavioural differences between individuals exposed to the three standardized social stimuli or live opponents: (a) latency to first move; (b) latency to first approach; (c) latency to first opercular display; (d) latency to first attack; (e) frequencies of switch and (f) attack; (g) time interacting with the various opponent types. Different lower case letters indicate significant differences between treatments within each behavioural category (Tukey's honest significant difference pairwise comparisons, \(p < 0.05\)). (LO, live opponent; RMS, regular mirror-image stimulation; NMS, non-reversing mirror-image stimulation; SMO, stationary model opponent).
models. Our data also revealed that biologically relevant movement is essential to drive appropriate neurobiological responses during social interaction [41]; the brain cannot be easily deceived by a model stimulus that fails to deliver appropriate behavioural feedback. Alternatively, it also could be that IEG expression was higher in individuals facing live opponents compared with stationary models because of increased stress levels related to engaging with an opponent that reciprocates.

Regular mirrors elicited higher levels of IEG expression than live opponents in Dm (basolateral amygdala) and Dl (hippocampus), suggesting that individuals may experience fear in this context. Different from stationary model opponents, regular mirrors attracted individuals’ attention and elicited pronounced behavioural responses. However, regular mirrors clearly did not provide the same type of information to the brain as live opponents. Relative to neural responses to live opponents, IEG expression was higher in Dm and Dl, which corresponds to findings in cichlid fish *A. burtoni* [7]. Interestingly, similar to IEG expression following the model test, fish fighting against regular mirrors showed lower egr-1 and c-Fos expression levels in POA than those fighting against live opponents, which may suggest that regular mirrors do not potentiate neurobiological responses that drive appropriate aggressive responses. Differences in IEG expression patterns between regular mirrors and live opponents imply that, while regular mirrors can provide more information (morphological and behavioural) than model opponents (only morphological), the information content is inaccurate (unfamiliar display
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posture). The brain thus might be ‘confused’ and activate brain regions (like the amygdala and hippocampus) that specialize in responding to unfamiliar and fearful stimuli.

Surprisingly, there were no significant differences in IEG expression between fish interacting with non-reversing mirrors and live opponents, suggesting that these stimuli were perceived by the brain as being quite similar. Differences in IEG expression patterns between regular and non-reversing mirrors implies that, while both stimuli provide similar types of information (morphological and behavioural), only non-reversing mirrors are perceived as being similar to live opponents. This is likely because non-reversing mirrors enable transmission of familiar behavioural information (i.e. head-tail lateral display) for the brain to recognize conspecific opponents. This appropriate stimulus elicits a more pronounced aggressive response, and less pronounced neurobiological fear response, which are characteristic of interactions with a live conspecific opponent.

It is important to note that our data cannot speak to whether the standardized social stimuli elicited higher (or lower) brain IEG expression than baseline levels, because we did not assay IEG expression in animals that experienced no stimulus. With that said, our data concretely establish that behavioural and neural responses differ between fish interacting with artificial opponents and live opponents.

Overall, patterns of egr-1 and c-Fos expression were similar in each of the four treatments, and there was considerable among-individual variation in both IEG expression and behavioural responses to the standardized stimuli. Post hoc correlation analyses (electronic supplementary material, tables S13–S16) revealed that egr-1 and c-Fos were significantly positively correlated in DI (p-value < 0.001) and POA (p-value < 0.001), but not in Dm (all p-values > 0.479) for all four standardized tests. Most IEGs are transcription factors, which drive distinct signal transduction cascades or activate expression of distinct genes that mediate neural plasticity and behaviour. Thus, levels of expression of different IEGs are not necessarily expected to be similar within a brain region at the individual level. For instance, in an African cichlid (A. burtoni), males ascending in social status (subordinate to dominant) showed higher expression levels of both egr-1 and c-Fos in nuclei of the brain social decision-making network compared with stable status controls [21]. In descending males (dominant to subordinate), only one of the IEGs (egr-1 or c-Fos) showed higher expression within specific brain nuclei compared to stable status controls [42].

We did not find any significant correlations between behaviour and IEGs (all p-value > 0.091). This also is not entirely unexpected. At the individual level, it might be difficult to predict behavioural responses solely based on IEG expression, because behavioural phenotypes probably result from a constellation of signal transduction cascades (which may or may not diverge further downstream from the IEGs). In addition, behavioural phenotypes are probably driven by coordination among the coordinated activity of multiple brain regions. Thus, because behavioural responses result from multitudes of cellular/molecular processes operating in many brain nuclei within a complex social decision-making network [43,44], expression of a single IEG in a single brain region may not be enough to predict the behavioural response.

The various standardized stimuli that we employed here are commonly used to examine social preferences, aggression, and cognition in vertebrates. Our study illustrates that care should be taken in interpreting responses towards different stimuli because they vary considerably in the degree to which they convey similar information as a live conspecific. Our study highlights that the brain of fishes is exquisitely sophisticated, in that it can perceive subtle differences during social interaction, such as specific display orientations, which allows for discrimination of real from fake opponents.
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